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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE RELATION BETWEEN VEGETATIVE 
- - - ==-,;;,,;;;;..;;..;;.. ;::..;....;;;...-.~- -----

AND REPRODUCTIVE ACTIVITY IIi PLANTS 

INTRODUCTION 

In the life of every plant there are two well defined 

phases or stages of aotivity. The vegetative stage, be

ginning with the germination of the seed or spore and ohar

acterized by rapid growt~ and the storage of oertain food 

.reserves; and the reproductive stage, oharaoterized by the 

produotion of seed or spores, a deoline in the rate of 

growth, and a decrease in the food reserves stored in the 

vegetative tissue. 

That the development of a oertain amount of vegetative 

tissue must preoede the period of reproduotive activity is 

a matter of general observation. Even in the smallest 

~nnual the development of stem and le.aves must preoede rthe 

'f'ormation of flower and seed. This period of vegetative 

~ctiv1ty preliminary to the inauguration of the reproductive 

. period varies, however, according to the species or variety. 

In the oak many years of growth are required before repro

duction begins. Some apples bear at eight years o£ age 

While others are twioe as old before they bave attained the 

"bearing age." 

Having passe4. the period C?f maximum vegetative aotivity, 

reproductIve actIvity may begin,'b~t vegetative and repro

.duotive actIvIty never attain a maximum development slmul-
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taneously. So far as the individual is concerned they are 

antagonistic functions; one is constructive, tne other de

structive. An inhibition of vegetative activity favors re

productive activity and vice versa. 

This orderly sequence of development early gave rise to 

the generally accepted opinion that we are here dealing with 

inherent forces, that the function of reproduction in plants 

is antonomous and wholly independent of external influences 

or conditions. Recent inYestigation, especially the monu

mental work of Klebs, has clearly demonstrated, however, that 

these periodic phenomena are but a response to a given en

vironment of the plant. 

Furthermore, numerous instances have been observed where 

by the application of certain cultural practices the normal 

relation between vegetative and reproductive activity in 

plants, especially orchard fruits, has been decidedly influ

enced; thus indicating to what extent vital phenomena are 

dependent upon external conditions and suggesting at the same 

time that with a better knowledge of this relation and the 

interaction of environmental changes upon the life of the 

plant we may acquire more complete control over plant respons-

es. 

It is the purpose of this investigation to study this 

relationship between vegetative and reproductive activity, to 

presemt evidenoe showing to what extent it may be influenced 

and modified by external conditions or cultural practices, 
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and in so far as is possible, in the light of our present 

knowledge, to discuss the physiological changes involved in 

the response to such practices. 
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LITERATURE 

In this review of the literature bearing upon the rela

tion of fruitfulness and vegetative vigor in plants we shall 

first oonsider the evidenoe gleaned from the field of prao

tioal plant produotion, ohiefly horticulture, and then such 

data as scientifio investigations in morphology and physiology 

have oontributed pertaining more or less directly to the prob

lem under oonsideration. 

stimulating Fruitfulness 

Through Praotical I,!ethods of Culture 

Coinoident with the evolution of our cultivated plants 

~here· is an evolution of horticultural methods. And, since 

the majority of oultivated plants are grown for their flower. 

fruit or seed parts, ways and means of stimulating fruitful-

ness have from the earliest times been a dominant Iactor in 

the development of orohard and garden methods. Even in the 

earliest biblioal referenoe to fruit produotion. written 

approximately fifteen h~dred years before the Christian eta, 

there is a suggestion that the writer recognized a definite 

relation b$tween ve8etative and reproduotive activity, and 

that he appreoiated the influenoe of oertain oulture praotices 

upon this relation*. The reoommendations of Theophras-

* :'. Levitious, 19 :23-25. The meaning is muoh olearer in the 
German t~n in the EngliSh version. "Bei der P!1anzung sollen 
die Baume QesohlUtten. darauf dre1 Jahre ungestort waohsen 
gelassen, imvierten darf keine Fruoht gebroohen werden,und 
erst im fimften Jahre 1st der Geneusz derselben erlaubt." 
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tes, Columella and Pliny, to split or drive nails into the 

trunk of fruit trees to induce fruitfulness, show that the 

anCients were versed in the use of practices very similar 

to those resorted to by the practical orchardist of today 

in subduing a refractory tree. The value of root pruning 

was also emphasized by these writers and their contemporaries. 

The monks of the medieval ages. to whom we are indebted for 

the introduction and dissemination of many of our fruits, de

veloped the system of dwarfing apples and pears by grafting 

on we~k stocks, and systematically applied t "ilis practice as 

a means of seouring earlier and increased fruitfulness. 

Though skilled artisans, the husbandmen of this period 

knew very little as to why a given treatment ealled forth 

certain definite responses in plants. Too little was then 

known of the physiology of plants to even venture the sug

gestion that they made any speculations as to the nature of 

the responses. 

That the condition of the sap is an important factor in 

"determining the relation between vegetative vigor and fruit

fulness in plants was recognized very early. Lonicerus, in 

his "Krauterbuch" (1587), writes: "Wenn die Baume zu vil 

Nahrung daB ja Nat~rliche hitz nicht mag den Saft demven, 

darumb wirdt der Baum geyl, und erzeugt sich solche ubrige 
! 

Nahrung in vil "BlAtter un andere Sprftszling, oben auf den 

Baumen, jung ana grun, und nich in die Frftcht."* 

* Zaoharias, R. t Ueber Fruoht - und Samenansatz, etc., 1911. 
Zeltsohr. f. Bot •• 3:785- 795. (Bibl. No. 131)". 
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Henry van Oosten (1711)* attributed luxuriant vegetative 

growth to rapid sap flow and believed that a retardation of 

the sap permits the elaboration or secretion of substances 

necessary to fruitfulness. He recommended frequent transplant

ing and summer priming as means of weakening the sap and thUS 

promoting productiveness. 

Further evidence of an early appreciation of the relation 
-

between vegetative growth and productiveness is found through-

out the horticultural literature of the eighteenth century. 

The first scientific explanation of the various culture prac

tices employed to induce greater fruitfulness must also be 

credi ted to the writers of this period. Although l!alpighi 

describes ringing experiments in his "Anatome Plantarum" (1679) 

ani, notWithstanding the fact that Magnoll and Reneaume2 ob

served the beneficial effects of ringing' on ,fruitfulness, the 

correct interpretation Of results obtained thereby were first 

made by ,De la Baisse (1753), Bonnet (1754), Duhamel du Mo~ceau 

(1758), and Knight (1801)3, after the course of crude and elab

orated sap had. been definitely established. Goethe alsocred

its Duhamel with the . first scientific discussion on pruning.4 

* " 1 Noehden, G. H.,Hort~Trans. Vol. 2. 1817. (Bib1. No. 94). 
2 Magno1, " 1709: Ristori. del'acad. Roy. d. Sciences, p. 64. 
3 Reneaume, 1711:/ Ibid, p. 60. " " 

Mobius, U. Historisches ~ber den Ringe1ungsversuch, 1907. 
4 " (Bib1. No. 90). 

Die Obet - und ~raubenzucht. 1900. (Bibl. Ho. 39). 



Thomas Hi tt (1768}l, in disc.tssing ur~frui tful apple trees, 

clearly recognized nutritive conditions as the chief factor 

causing barrenness, and tne remedies reco~ended for the treat

ment of such trees indicate an appreciation of the relation 

between vegetative vigor and reproductive activity. Forsyth 

(1802}2 appreciated the importance of a proper balance be

tween vegetative and reproductive activity in fruit trees, and 

on this basis advocated pruning and pinching. 

Knight3 , whose papers were collected and published in 

1841, observed a weakening effect of heavy fruit production 

on trees, and, in addition to the influence of sap flow upon 

fruitfulness, believed the accumulation of reserve food to be 

an important factor in determining yield. He attributes the 

greater fruitfulness of horizontal branches, as compared .. wi th 

branches more or less erect, to a slower movement Of sap, par

ticularly the "return current" bearing elaborated food. His 

speculations relative to the functions of leaves during the 

latter part of the summer "in the preparation of matter cal

culated to afford food to the expanding buds and blossoms of 

the succeeding spring" are remarkable for their accuracy. The 

supposition that the formation of blossoms is dependent upon 

the accumUlation of reserve food within the tissues on which 

the flower buds are borne was materially strengthened by an 

~A Treatise of Fruit Trees, 1768. (Bibl. No. 50). 
A Treatise on the Culture and Management of Fruit Trees,(Bibl.No.50~ 

3 Physiological and Horticultural Papers, London, 1841. . 
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experiment upon the potato, in which it was shown that by pre

venting tuber formation, and the consequent retention of all 

reserves within the aerial portion of the plant, flowers and 

seed develop freely. 

Noehden (lSi6)1 says that "luxuriance in trees and fertility 
7 

are at variance, and that the vigor which produces shoot' and 

branches in abundance, is subversive of what we value more, name-

ly fruitfulness. Whether it is the abundance of sap, or the 

rapidity with which it moves, that proves an obstacle to the 

formation of fruit, future observation may perhaps be able to 

decide." 

Similar principles to those advanced by Kn~ht underlie . 
2 ' . 

Harrison~s (lS25) recommendations relative to pruning as a means 

of bringing about annual bearing in fruit trees, and the bending 

of branches in vigorous trees to induce fruitfulness. Prince 

(1830)3 discusses the influence of moisture on the relation be

tween vegetative vigor and fruitfulness in the grape,and indi

cates a probable relation between length of internode and pro

ductiveness. Barry (1851)4 Qbserved that in the early stages 

of their development all buds are leaf-buds, and that the 

change. from a leaf-bud to a fruit-bud occurs toward the latter 

part of the seaso:q, but, he says: "The primary 'cause of the 

transformation of leaf-buds into fruit-buds is .not satisfactor~ 

1 . ' . 
2 Hort. Trans. Vol. 2. p. 264. 

A Treatise on Fruit T~es. 1825 • .i Prince, h.. R., A Treatise" on' the Vine. New York • 
. Barry , P •• The Fruit Garden. 1851. 
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ily known, although many theories exist on the sub ject". 

In addition to the general relationship observed by prev

ious writers between these two systems of growth in plants, 

Lindley (1852)1 advanced the opinion tbSt a given amount of 

vegetative growth is essential to fruit production, but that 

an increase of vegetative vigor beyond this optimum condition 

would not necessarily result in a proportionate increase in 

productiveness. 

A very interesting and illuminating discussion of the re

lation between vegetative vigor and fruitfulness, and theprin

cip1es underlying culture practices by which this relation 

might be modified in such a way as to maintain a proper balance 

between these two important phases, is given by Ward~r (1867)2 

in American Pomology. In the following brief summary he has 

given us the prevalent opinion upon .thisquestion among horti

cultural writers a half century ago. 

"As the tree advances in growth, and approa.ches toward its 

natural ·period of maturity, it is supposed that. there is an 

accumUlation of nutritive 'matter within it, and at the same 

time the roots will have exhausted the soil, to some extent. 

of the elements that contribute to the production of wood growth 

and the result is the formation of flower buds. Now it 

'becomes a nice matter to preserve the proper balance between 

1 
Lindley, ' John; The Theo,ry of Horticulture, Neiw York. :].852. 

2 . ~ 

Warder"John; American Pomology, Chap. 9. 1867. 
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these two systems of growth, the woodproducing and the fruit

forming. Two opposite systems of production nave become es

tablished in the tree, the one fertile, the other producing the 

desired frui~s, the one preserving tne health and vigor of the 

tree; the other tending to preserve the species at the same time 

that it satisfies our demands for fruit, but also meanwhile 

tending to the destruction of the tr~e, for all old trees are 

apt to overbear. Young trees, on the contrary. in which the 

vigor of wood-growth remains in full activity, very often pro

duce fruit buds and blossoms, but do not perfect their fruit 

which either fails to set, from some imperfection of the organs 

of reproduction or falls prematurely, in consequence of the 

wood system absorbing the nutriment or failing to prepare the 

proper juices for their ~pport. Trees. in these different con

ditions. require an entirely oppOSite treatment. The younger 

need summer pr~ning and pinching to check their too great vigor, 

and to develop the laterals on spurs with their blossom buds; 

the older need winter pruning for the double purpose of reducing 

the amount of fruit,and also to excite renewed vigor in produc

tion of wood growth that shall take the place of that which has 

been removed." 

In disaussing the transition from vegetative to reproduo

tive aotivity the anthor assumes that the acoumulation of nutri

tive matter ooinoident with a diminution of raw materials absorbed 

by the roots1s a determining factor. In other words, the trans-
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formation of leaf-buds into flower-buds, which marks the begin

ning of reproductive activity, is attributed to a relative in

crease of organic substances in the plant. T!lis assUl!lytion,as 

we shall see later, is in thorough accord with the results of 

recent studies in fruit-bud formation. 

During the three decades following the publication of the 

quotati"on given above! horticultural literature bears little evi

dence of serious thought upon the question of fruitfulness,and 

practically all subsequent experiments in which the prOblem is 

approached from the horticultural point of view, in" America as 

well as in foreign countries, have been carried on by experiment 

station .. vorkers. 

In a general sense these investigations have been a verifica

tion of the results obtained by gardeners and horticulturists as 

set forth in the preceding pages; the same cultural methods being 

used as a means of modifying the normal relation between the veg

etative abd reproductive function. They have served the further 

purpose, however, of establishing certain definite relations be

tween plant growth and the methods OI cultivation employed, and 

,have determined at What period in the plant's development a given 

treatment may be applied with greatest success. Thus, even though 

"the physiological principle involved 1s not always clearly under

stood, we have, through repeated tests and observation of trees 

under varied condij1ons, . evolved " a " bo<l7 ~of~:racts - relat1:ve-to . orchard 

manageme:p.t ..:that-e~bles the grow~r " to formulate a. ~-schedule " o:f .oper.,. 

ations, :wh16h, und"ergiven "soil · a.nd":-climatic cond1tions, -::will main

tain a. proper balance between these two phases of gro~h. 
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Through the studies o~ Goff, Waldron, Quaintance. Drinkard 

and Brad~ord, - and ~rom several thousand permanent slides pre

pared under the direction of Whitten at the Missouri Agricultural 

Experiment Station. - upon the morphology of ~ruit-buds "in our 

most important ~ru1ts, the critical period in the transition 

~rom vegetative to reproductive activity and its relation to 

seasonal and environmental conditions has been definitely deter~ 

mined. To the practical orchardist who appreciates the value of 

timeliness in cultural operations, the significance of these stud

ies and their bearing upon orchard management is obvious. More

over, they have contributed much to our knowledge of the corre

lation o~ growth and reproduction in plants. 

The opposite effects o~ summer and winter pruning have 'been 

observed repeatedly. The influence of ringing,root pruning, 

fertilizing, and other horticultural practices,has been demon

strated and studia,d in i is relation to vegetative vigor and frui t

~ulness. "These experiments will be " referred to, however, in 

subsequent discussions of the physiological cba~es induced by 

speci~ic operations in the orchard and garden. 
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\Vhile the horticulturist has been actively engaged in so 

adapting his methods ~f cultivation as to maintain a desired 

relation between vegetative and reproductive activity in his 

trees and vegetables, the morphologist and the physiologist 

have attacked the problem from an entirely different pOint of 

view. The horticulturist is primarily interested in the gross 

response of the plant to its environment, the morphologist and 

the physiologist in the specific response or reaction to the dif

ferent factors ,,{hich constitute that environment. The horti-. 
culturist studies his plant from an economic point of view. 

Yield - productiveness - is the great desideratum. To the mor

phologist and the physiologist productiveness is of little im

portance. He studies his subject to determine the cause and ef

fect of the various ph~nomena manifest during the course of its 

development, regardless of any economic va~e that his investi

gation may possess. 

As indicated in the preceding pages the problem of the re

lation of the plant to its .surroundings is very old, but it has 

only recently become an object of active research. Experimental 

morphology is less than one hundred years old, and plant physiology 

is gen~rally reckoned from the , publication of Sachs' "Experimental

physiologie" in 1865. The relation of growth, nutrition. and 

other phenomena influenced by stimulation, to external conditions 

were generally understood, however, long before the relation be

tween reproduction and outside influences had been observed. Even 
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Sachs believed the formation of flowers to be dependent upon the 

presence of a specific substance, produced at a certain stage of 

development for this specific purpose • 

. Preeminent among the researches upon the relation between 

vegetative growth and reproduction in plants is the work of 

Klebs, whose investigations for more than twenty-five years have 

'been closely identified with a study of this relationship. For 

obvious reasons Klebs chose algae and fungi for his first inves

tigation. Because of their simPlicity of structure and mode of 

nutrition, as well as the brief period of tbme required to com

plete the life cycle, these organisms are much better suited for 

a study of the physiology of reproduction than the more complex 

higher plants, the life cycle of which frequently covers a period 

of years. Since the investigation here reported . is primarily 

with reference to horticultural plants, a review 0:[ these early 

investigations is omitte~and the researches upon the relation 

between vegetative and reproductive activity in algae and fungi 

are considered .only in so far as they assist in the formulation 

of principles applicable to the higher plants*. 

As a result of his investigation of the periodio phenomena 

. exhibited by plants during the process of development· Klebs se

cured sufficient data to warrant the hypotheSiS that the plant is 

* For a fullaceount of the experiments with algae and fungi, see 
Klebs; Die Bedingungen der Fort:pflanzung bei einigen Algen und . 
P1lzen. Jena. 1896. · 
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composed of many potemtialities. That under a given environ

mental influence certain potentialities manifest themselves, 

while under another environment others may develop. The plant 

is, in other words," the expression of its environment - past 

and present. In the normal development of wild and cultivated 

species we have an expression of the natural environment and 

only those potentialities which respond to this environment 

manifest themselves. Tne ability of further " expression, however, 

through the development ~of other potentialities, by changing 

the plant's environment, is the basis of all variation. 

In the normal development of the plant periodic changes 

follow a definite order of succession - germination, rapid . 
vegetative activlty, decline in growth, reproduction and death-

re~resent the regular order of development. For each species 

or variety the time required for the oompletion of any or all 

stages of development has become more or less fixed as a result 

of the constant environmental influences under which the plant 

has grown for many generations. Thls orderly sequence of devel

opment led to the belief that each successive stage.1"s deter

mined by the one preceding; and it is still regarded by some* 

as a fixed character, wholly independent of environmental influ

e"nces. So completely has Klebs succeeded, however, in modify

ing ~~lsorder of" developmeIit.~ " tlirough a modification of the " 
' . : 

plant~s enviromn~t, that he " disQlaims any basis whatever for 

* Re1nke, J. ,Eln1e1tung In"'d1e theoretische Biolo,le. p. 368, 
and Drlesch, H., Die organl~chezlRegul.a.tionen. " ." .. ." 
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the assumption of an autonomous or internal regulatory func

tion2• He has shown on the contrary, that the izlhibition: of 

vegetative growth, and the inauguration of reproductive ac

tivity, may be determined by a change in the plant's environ

ment; and ~hat, by providing a constant environment favorable 

to optimum vegetative vigor, reproduction is not only inhibi

ted but may be prevented altogether, - the plant remaining in 

a state of vegetative growth indefinitely. Furthermore, the 

normal period of vegetative activity preceding reproduction 

may be considerably shortened by modifying external conditions 

in such a way as to inhibit rapid vegetative growth. 

The following summary statement presents a gist of the 

results of Klebs' investigations upon the relation of vegeta

tive and reproductive aotivity in algae: In general, repro

duction is stimulated by an ,increase of temperature, mOisture, 

and the supply of mineral or organic nutrients in the culture 

medium, and by either, increasing ,or reducing the light inten

sity • . 

Turning his attention next to a study of the relation be

tween vegetative vigor and reproduotion in seed plants, although 

the relation of oause and effeot ' is here far morediffioult to ' 
'. "-

observe than in the algae, by subjeoting the plant to tne influ

ence of different environmentaloondi tiona, analagous .results 

were obtained. and Xlebscametothe general 'conclusion that 

2xiebs, G •• Will1dlrliche lCntwiokelungsAnderungen bei Pflanzen;
Jena. 
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conditions which result in continuous vegetative activity in 

algae or which induce reproduction, similarly, cause a like 

behaviour in seed plants*. 

Without entering into a detailed discussion of the many 

examples by which Klebs has shown that through a proper modi

fication of external conditions we may determine the develop

ment of the plant, a few typical cases are here cited: Glechoma 

hederacea, when supplied with favorable mOisture, temperature, 

and other growth conditions, was kept in a thrifty vegetative 

condition for · more than two years without ever an attempt to 

blossom. In Ajuga reptans, Sempervivum Funkii, and many other 

species, the period of vegetative growth preceding blossom 

formation was increased or decreased according to, the wish of 

the investigator hy a modification of the light, temperature, 

moisture and mineral salts. Even after reproductive activity had 

begun, Klebs found that by c'hanging external conditions so as 

to favor vegetative growth the inflorescence ' could be trans

formed into a vegetative shoot**. 

Summarizing Klebs' results with reference to the influence 

of external conditions on vegetative and reproductive activity 

in seed plants, we find that (1) active carbon assimilation 

and an abundant supply of moisture and 'mineral salts favor 

vegetative growth and inhibit reproductive activity; (2) active 
I • 

* Klebs., Ueber Problema der Entwickelung, 1904. (Bibl. No. 62) 
_______ ~Willkdrliche Entw1ckelungs~nderungen. 1903. Chaps. 

2 and 3. 

,** ______ ~Ibid. Chap. 3; also Ueber Kunstliche Metamorphosen, ' 
1906. (Bibl. No. 63. 
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carbon assimilation with a limited · supply of moisture and miner

al salts favors reproductive activity and retards vegetative 

growth; and, (3) that a medium supply o~ moisture and mineral 

salts may result in either vegetative or reproductive activity, 

depending upon the degree of photosynthetic activity. 

Sorauer* calls attention to the morphological identity of 

vegetative and flower shoots in that they are of common origin. 

Also that they may be changed from one form to the other, and 

that the conai tions under which this change may be brought about 

are more or less subject to our control. He observed that flower 

buds develop only when an abundant supply of food is stored in 

the stem and branches as reserve material, "and not when this 

material is immediately used in the production of new vegetative 

organs". 

Inspired by the success of Klebs' researches upon the rela

tion of development to external conditions ~ in . plants.numerous 

investigators have directed their energies along similar lines

of experiment, and innumerable instances , adding further evi

dence to the fact of a definite relation between vegetative and 

reproductive .aotivityand the nutritive conditions of the plant 

are on record. An analysis of the results andoonclusions ' indi

cates that in all cases the relation between vegetative and re

produotive aotivity 1s influenoed by external oonditions; that 

oondit~ons favorable~o one stage of development may tend to In-

* Physiology of Plants. 1895. (Bibl. No. 117). 
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hibit the other; and that the nutritive condition is the most import

ant control ~actor. 

A careful consideration of the facts relative to the role of 

the nutrient factor as a determinant of the plant's development 

clearly shows that an accumulation o~ reserve ~ood is necessary be

~ore reproductive acti vi ty sets in. It is further quite probable 

that a quantitative difference is not alone the determining factor 

but that a qualitative difference constitutes a more potent influ

ence in determining the form of development. (I.Iuller-Thurgau. 1898; 

Goebel. 1908; Klebs. 1900 and 1903)*. The beneficial e~fect o~ 

light, dryness, limited root development. a limited supply of 

mineral salts; 'and the injurious effect o~ shade ,abundant mois

tUfe and mineral salts, and an extensive root development upon the 

formation of flower buds, support the hypothesis that a definite 

~oncentration of elaborated sap is essential to reproductiveac

tivity** • . Recent experiments by Fischerlto determine the effect 

of increased quantities of carbon dioxide on plants, are in direct 

accord with the: hypothesis that the stimulus which induces repro-

ductive activity is influenced by the concentration o~ the sap. 

* MUller-Thurgau. Abhangigkeit der Ausbildung der Traubenbeeren, 
etc. Landw • . Jahrb, d. Schweiz. 12; 135-205. (Bibl.lIo.92). 

Goebel, K. Einleitu.ng in die Experimentelle lIorphologie. 1908. 
Klebs, G. Einige Ergebnisse der Fort pflanzungs physiologie. 

1900a, and Willktlrliche Entwickelungsfulderungen •. 1903. 
(Bi~l.Nos. 60 and 62). , 

*~lebe (1906) found tha~ sugar had a decided influence on repro-
. duction in fungi. Heckel (1912) obtained a marked increase in 

the sugar content of maize and saccharine sorghum by a removal . 
of the blossoms. Loew (19051. reports a di~ference of 40 per cent· 
in the carbohydrates in the bark of the cherry tree before and 
after blossoming.. The sugar content of cereals is at a maximum 
just prel3eding and during the early stages o~ flower formation. 

1 Fisoher, H., Die Pflanze unddaa Licht. Gartennora. 1.905.(Blbl.No.2~J 
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A decided increase in reproductive activity was the invariable 

response to increased quantities of carboh dioxide above that nor

mally available to plants. The negative 'results obtained in sim

ilar experiments, and reported by Bro\v.n and Escombe*, are difficult 

of explanation and are apparently due to a congestion of carbohy

drates in consequence of inadequate translocation facilities. 

THE l'ROBLELI 

It is evident that, whatever tile natu?-,e of the physiolo8'ica1 

changes produced within the plant by the various factors which, in 

hortic'.!.l tural prac1,ice as well as in laboratory experiments, have 

been found to influence the relation between vegetative and repro

ductive activity, the immediate stimulus releasing such activity 

must come from a common'end product resulting from the combined 

action of these factors. The fact that the flower has less tenden

cy to variability than the vegetative organs suggests a greater de

greeof uniformity in the quality of the nutrients at the time of 
. , 

flower bud formation than during the period of vegetative growth 

(Goebel, 1908. p. 125). 

If concentrationpf the elaborated sap due to a relatively 

high per cent of organio salts is afaotor directly associated' 

with the stimulus which induo,es reproductive ~ a.ctivi t7~we should 
, . 

find an increase in sap concentration a.n invariableresult 'of ,the : 

different horticul~ura1practices employed to ptomote frc.it:f'a1ness. 

Brown, H. T. and Eacombe, F~, . The' ' Inf'luence of~.Varying Amounts ott 
C"arbon Dioxide. etc. 1902. Proo. Roy • . Soc;. ' Vol. 70~ (Bibl·~·No.91., 
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',7e should expect also to find a similar increase in sap concentration 

as a result of modified external conditions Ylnich, as sho,-rn in the 

many carefully conducted laboratory experiments, accelerate and in

crease reproductive activity. The present investigation establishes 

the correctness of these assumptions, and shows that coincident 

with the increasing density of the elaborated sap to a degree com

mensurate with the exigencies of fruit-bud formation there is a 

decline in vegetative activity. 

I.!ETHOD OF IlNESTIGATIOn. 

-}hile many of the determinations were made upon trees in the 

orchard on the Horticultural Grounds of the Missouri Experiment 

Station at COlumbia, the influences ,of the horticultural methods 

commonly employed to stimulate fruitfulness were, further tested 

upon several herbaceOus species grown during the winter, 1915-16, 

in the station green-houses. The tomato, because of its adaptabil

ity and extreme plasticity, is espeoially suited for this purpose. 

From a dozen standard varieties the fcur most stable - fonns 

were selected. For a determination of the in:fluence of the stock ' 

upon the scion, a smail variety (Early DetrOit) and a rank grOWing 

form (Crimson Cushion) were used. The seeds ;; were sown in flats 

and, after one shift to individual ,.pots, were ,except as indicated 

later, finally set in six inch pots, in a. good potting SOil, 

The concentration of the sap was measured by obtaining the de

preSSion of the free~ing point of the sap below the freezing point 

of distilled water, with a Beckmann apparatus, the-f~eezing'charnber 
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of which is snown in fig . 1. Sinc e tne results are in all cases , 

relative , tl1e depres s i on readings a l one , in degrees Centigrade. 

without t heir equivalent osmotic pressure, are given. 

** 

I'igure I • .h. mOlified fo::::-"'1 of freezing cnarnb er used 
';li th Beckman Thermometer in obtainlng 

sap depression. 

Harr is , A. J . a~ Mor t ner , ~ . ' .: :otes on tee cal culation of 
tee os~otic pressure of cx~ress ed vegetuole saps ~rom tne dc 
.elress ion ot' tne freezing point , etc . Am . J our . : ot ., 1 : 7D - '/ 7 , 
1914 , and 2 : 41 8- 41 9 , 191 b . 
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Sap vms secured by cutting tJ10 p .... ants into sma.ll i eces 

TInien vrere wrapped in Sr uares of a lign~u grade of duck and tJler.. 

SU,jected to a noavy pressure in tne "sap extractor" SL.o.n in 

figure 2 , built especially for t.lis purpose • 

.J.j'igure 2 , .4.. SUbstantially built press for extractinG 
vegetable sap . 

Since tue influence of tr.e l .. orticul tur:l ... ,.... tr oas used in 

tne experiments upon ve c~ative vigor and fruitf lr..ess is n Lnt-
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ter of common observation, a record of the number of buds, or 

clusters, was not taken in all cases, the chief object being a 

determination of the influence of the operation on sap density. 

The data are presen~ed in tables I - IX. Following a statement 

of the results the c onclusions which the evidence seems to uar

rant are briefly pointed out, while a general discussion of con

clusions will be given at the end of the paper. 

I.IETHODS OF UODIFYIHG REPRODUO"TlVE FUHCTIOn 

The practical methods oi modifying the relation between 

vegetative and r eproductive activity in the cultivation of or

chard and garden crops may be grouped with respect to their physi

ological effects as follows: 

Ringing, dwarfing, bending, twisting and training. 

SUJnmer pruning, thinning, pinching and stripping. 

~:!inter pruning, or cutting back to restore vigor. 

Root pruning, root binding and trans,:9lanting. 

Shading, or giving better exposure to light. ' 

Regulating moisture supply, as by irrigation, cul

tivation, mulching, cover crops, sod, etc. 

Increasing supply of available mineral salts, -as 

by fertilization. 

Ringing. 

Ringing plants consists in the removal of a strip of bark 

extend~ng entirely around the stem or branch. Its application is 
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limited to exogenous plants in which the unassimileted sap is 

conveyed through vessels in the outer woody cylinder, or xylem 

fro~ the root to the leaves, whence, after conversion into or-

ganized nutrient compounds, the elaborated sap is transported to 

the different organs of the plant through cells in the cortex 

or inner bark. Thus i0 is apparent tlmt ringing intercepts the 

passage of the elaborated sap to parts located belo71 the incis

ion, while the rise of unassimilated sap, bearing the raw nater

ials absorbed by the roots, is not impeded thereby, as is clear

ly Sil0Vln by the data in table I and the eraphs in plate I. 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

TABLE I. The Effect of Ringing on the Absorption 
of 'i/ater in Tornatoes. 

Variety ~aily absorption before Ratio between 
and after ringing. absorption before 

and after' ringing. 

~iov. 30- Dec.7-30 
~ec. 6. 

Crimson Cushion-
ringed - Dec. 6 1·78.6 
Crimson Cushion-

cc 146.1 cc 1:0.81 

check - 137.1 cc 105.6 cc 1:0~77 

Thvarf Champion-
ringed - Dec. 6 132.8 cc 135.1 cc 1:1.01 
Dwarf Champion-

_check - 90.8 co 94. 6 co 1:1.04 

Feb.15-24 ~eb. 25 -
March 6. 

Dwarf Aristocrat 
ringed - Feb. 24 48.7 
Dwarf Aristocrat 

cc 82.5 co 1:1.69 

check - 67.0 cc 110.0 cc 1:1.64 

Dwarf Aristocrat-
ringeg - Feb. 24 78.1 cc 79.2 cc 1:1.01 
Dwarf Aristocrat-
check - 96.1 co 132.0 00 1:1.37 
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Absorption measurements r!ere T.Jade upon ,lants set in parc.:tfin

ed pots, or battery jars, ::rOlrided \lith an autoT.!atic Yratering 

systeJr. as sno';m in figure 3 . 

Fig . 3 . l.ethod of neD-suring water absorbed by r ir..Ced 
and non-ringed plants . 



When ringing is practiced on the trunk of a tree, the roots 

are deprived of further access of food until the injury has been 

repatred, which must result in a weakening or harmful effect upon 

the roots and a temporary iru1ibition o~ their proper functioning. 

The opinion generally expressed that ringing offers an impediment 

.to the rise of tne unassimilated sap and thus deprives the plant 

of a part of the water and mineral salts normally received is not 

in accord with the results recorded in the above table. 

TABLE II. The Influence of Ringing on Repro
duction and Sap Density in Tomatoes. 

Date of Variety Ho. of l~o. of Depression 
de'Pression Number Clusters Buds . 

Dec.l,1915 3-ringed 6 30 \ 
\ -Nov.6 

11) " IT " 3-check 3 
" " " I-ringed -

Nov.S 4' 15"" 
" " " I-check 2 8) -

Dec.20, " 3-ringed -
1lov.lO 6 28) 0.789 

n " " 3-check 4 18 0.747 
'nec.27 " I-ringed 

Nov.8 10 42 ' " ._ .... . 
n n II ' I-check 5 21 -
" " n . 5-ringed. -

. Nov.8 5 22 0.800 
n " " 5-check 5 18 0.748 

Dec.30 " 5-ringed 
Dec.l 7 35 0.851 

" " " 5-check 6 -26 0.826 
Jan. III 1916 3-ringed " 

Dec.20 - 0.712 
" ,, ' " 3-check - 0.554 - -- -

Average - ringed! 6.3 28.6 ' 0.788 
Average - non-ringed \ 4.1 17.0') ., 0.718 

Note ~: Variety No. 1 - Early: Detroit; 3 - Hummer; 5 - Dwarf Champion. 
"~"'~~ ~~.(!:~ .-
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These results are in agreement with numerous determinations 

of the influence of ringing on the sap density in fruit trees 

by Chandler* and Wiggans~* at the Missouri Agricultural Experi

ment Station. Sablonl and Muller2 found more carbohydrates in 

the stem and leaves of ringed trees than in non-ringed, trees. 

The roots, on the other hand, contain less carbohydrates and 

have a lower sap density, as is shown in the lesser depression 

of the freezing point. Daniel's3 experiments upon the tomato, 

potato, and other herbaceous species are in accord wit~ the 

data given above. The negative results reported by Hedrick et 
4 al , in the face of so much evidence of a beneficial effect of 

ringing upon fruitfulness in both woody and herbaceous plants, 

are difficult of explanation. 

As ringing does not directly reduce the amount of water and 

mineral salts absorbed, but merely obstructs the distribution 

of the elaboaated sap to parts below the girdle, increased fruit

fulness due to ringing must be attributed either to the greater 

quantity of reserve food, or to the relative increase of carbo

hydrates as compared with mineral matter, or, perhaps to both 

of these factors. 

~ Sap Studies with Horticultural Plants.Mo.Exp.Sta.Research Bul.14 
·*Wiggana. C.C., Unpublished records in Hort. Dept. Univ.of Mo. -
1 

Sur les effets dela decortication annulaire, 1905. Compt. 
Rend. 140. (Bibl. 10. 109).. . . 

2 , 
Einflu8~ des Ringelungsohnlttes auf das Dickenwachstum, eta. 
1888. (Bibl. No. 91). 

a 
Effets de la 4ecortication annulalre chez qaalques plantes 

4herbaceous. Compt. Rend.13l (Bibl. No. 17). 
Ringing Herbaceous Plants. N.y.Sta.(Geneva). BUl. No. 391. 
(Bibl. No. 49.) 
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Fig. 4 . The influence of mechanical injury on re
productive activity. Every bud on the twig 
which was par~ially broken off at its base pro
duced a llower cluster . No flowers on o~her 
twigs . 

Thvar~ing by Grafting. 

The common method 01 dwarfing fruit trees in Amer i ca is by 

grafting on another stock of smaller size, as the pear on quince, 

the a pnle on Paradise, e~c . \ hy the smaller stock snould produce 

a drawfed tree i s not clearly understood, but it is the generally 
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accepted opinion among horticulturists, that because of the 

smaller root system of the stock, less moisture is absorbed, 

~ smaller amount of mineral salts are available, and conseouent

ly the tree makes a less vigorous vegetative growth • . Daniel' and 
1 2 Thomas, and Chandler have shown, moreover, that the graft., 

union obstructs the rise of mineral and organic salts absorbed 

by the roots. It is quite probable, J;1owever, that, because of 

the lesser capacity of the- stock for the transport of rnaterials, 

the impediment offered to the passage of elaborated sap at the 

juncture-of stock and scion is much greater than the obstruc

tion to the rise of the unassimilated sap. The enormous s~ell

ings just above the graft-union in many dwarfed trees are further 

evidence of the fact t~at grafting upon a smaller stock obstructs 

the distribution of elaborated sap and results in a congestion 
3 

of reserve food in the scion. Sablon reports a higher per cent 

of carbohydrates in the pear grafted on the quince than when 

grafted on its own roots. 

1 . ., 
Sur ' l'utilisation 'des principes.mineraux: par l.es plantes greffees. 
Compt. Rend. 135. (Bibl. No. '19). 

2 Sap Studies with Hort. Plants. p. 551. 
3 Sur ' l'1nriuence du sujet sur 'legreffon. <, Compt. Rend. 136. 

(Bih1. ,. Bel. 108).; , 
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Figure 5 . Rpproductive activity induced by a 
blignt C8.nker snorm at o. Tl .. is pear tree 
. as not yet u es-u-r.. to oear ene. tf:.e flow
ers on t .. le ir..~ured D ranC~l iere 1; .. le only 
ones produced in 1916 . 
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Table III. ~he Influence of Dwarfing on the Sap Density 

in Tomatoes. 

Date or 
Deureesion Varieties Deure ssion 

Dec.29 1915 Zarly Detroit on Early Detroit, 0.801 
grafted nov. 8,l915 

" n " Early Detroit on Crimson Cushion, 
grafted Nov. 8, 1915 o. '/90 

" " " Early Detroit on Crimson Cushion, 
grafted !rov. 8, 1915 0.790 

" " " E~rly Detroit on Crimson Cushion. 
grafted Nov. 8, 1915 0.755 

" " " Crimson Cushion on Crimson Cusnion, 
grafted nov. 8, 1915 0.799 

" " " Crimson Cushion on CrimsOn Cushion, 
grafted Hov·. 8, 1915 0.799 

" " " Cri~son Cushion on Early Detroit, 
grafted Nov. 8, 1915 0.891 

iVhile the results in above table, considered alone, would 

hardly ~rrant definite conclusions, the sap depressions are in 

aooord with numerous observations upon dwarfed fruit trees, and 

it is evident ·that the effeot of d~arfing upon the distribution 

of the elaborated sap is quite analogous to that of-ringing. 

The influenoe of bending, twisting, training and of acci

dental injuries to the oortex, either meohanical or as a result 

of disease. upon fruitfulness, must be attributed to changes in 

funotional oapaoity of the organs involved identioal with those 

induoed by rint;ing and dwarfing. 

Root Fruning. Root Binding and Transplanting. 

Orohardists. gardeners and florists, all recognize the val

ue of root pruning, root bindi~ and transplanting as a means 
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of checking excessive vegetative vigor andstiml.llating reproduc

ti ve acti vi t:v. Root pruning and the transplanting of fruit 

trees. like other forme of manipulation in which the individual 

tree requires a large amount of attention - are practiced to 

a muoh greater extent in European countries than in America. 

'It has long been a custom, however. among market _and truck-

gardeners of this countr:v to shift such vegetables as tomato. 

pepper and eggplant. several t1mes before their final setting. 

~lorists appl:v the same prinoiple in forcing earlier and more 

profa.se blossoming b:v confining the roots of a plant in a small 

~ot. 
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Table IV. ~he Influence of Root Pruning on ~eproduction and 

Sap Density in ~onatoes. 

IDate ot' 'iariety No. of 110. of J)epres-
Deuression number Clusters Buds sion. 

110v.20,l9l5 3- pruned, nov. 10 0.765 - -" " " 3- cileck 0.700 
Dec. 1,1915 3- pruned, Hov. 6 --r- ~ 
" " " 3- cneck 3 11 -
" " " 6- pruned, l~ov. 6 4 25 -
" " " 6- check :3 12 -
" " " 3-pruned nov. 6 3 12 -, 
" " " 3- check 2 9 -
Dec.20,1915 3- pruned, Dec. 6 5 20 0.771 
" " " 3- check 4 18 0.747 
Dec.27,1915 1- pruned, Dec. 6 7 26 
" " " 1- check 5 21 -. 

" " " 5- pruned, Dec. 6 6 24 D."S24 
" " " 5- cueck 5 19 0.748 
Jan. 1, 1916 3- pru:aed, Dec. 20 0.670 
" " " 3- cileck - - 0.554 - -
Average - pruned 4.7 20 0.757 

Average - non-pruned 3.6 15 0.687 

liote: Variety 110. 1 - Early :Detroit; 3 - Hummer; 5 - L'ViB.rf Cham
pion; 6 - Cricson Cushion. 

That a reduction or limitation of root growth lessens the 

normal amount of vntter and mineral salts absorbed is obvious. I.t 

would appear, therefore, that the greater tendency to reproduc

tion and the higher concentration of sap in plants of limited root 

growth as shown in tables IV and V. is due more specifically to 

a relatively mde ratiO between organic and mineral salts ti18.n to 

an abundant supply of reserve fOOd. In other words, the distinc

tive difference between the sap of fruiting and non-fruiting 
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plants of the same species see~ to be qualitative rather than 

quantitative. 

~a.ble V. The Influence of Limited Root Development on the Sap 

Density in ~omatoes 

Date of Varl.ety and ~reatment Depression Remarks 
Deuression 

nov.lO, 1915 Early Detroit in 2 in. pot 0.86. llo buds 

" It " " " " 6 " " 0.66- " " 
l:ov.23, 1915 Di'7arf Ci'.ampion " 2 " " 1.018 1st clus-

ter fonn-

" " " " " " 
ing 

6 " " 0.590 No buds 

Dec.14, 1915 " " " 2 " " 1.053 1st clus-
ter 

" " " " " " 6 " " 0.815 1st clus-
ter 

Average depression, plants in 2 in, pot - 0.977 

Average depression, plants in 6 in. pot - 0.688 
_'- 0- _. -'. ~ .. .. - . -

The apple tree shown. in figure .!-affords a splendid illus

tration of the relation between limited root development and 

reproduotion. In this three-year-old tree reproductive activity 

has advanoed to a. stage commensurate ~th that of other . trees 

twioe as old with normal root growth. Seventy-nine per cent of 

the growing pOints a"ppear as flower olusters. ·while only -twentJ 

per oent of the growingbudB formedfiower clusters -'in -another 

tree, of the Bame age and variety. in a more favorable solI for 

root deTelopment. 
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Fig . 6. :nree year old Jenry Clay a Jple ~rce . Early 
repro~uctiOr. induced )y Ii. itcd roo~ ~cvelop

~Cl1t . 

Sdading. 

::'i:Ilt bcin'"" a.n essential :raetor 1I. ua.roon c;.ssi .. ':l'l.tion 
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sho',m is dependent up'0n an- available s-qpp1y of reserve food, is 

quite obvious. Progressive orchardists and nor~icUl~urists in 

recogni t10n of its value in fl.'ui"t Qud develop[~ent. regard light 

as a fundamental ~actor in SIlSpins fruit trees by pruning oper

ations. 

Saohs* (1865) was the first "to show the dependence of flo~er 

formation upon light, but the influenoe of . differen~ intensities 

and qualities 01 lig~t upon reproduction had not been deiinitely 

determined prior to 70cn:t.ing I s** experiments with lltintlua. Combestl 
• 

inve8tigations show that the n~ber of flowers decrease in pro

portion as the intensi ty ot tr!e 1ieht is diminished and that 

seeds from snaded plants are lighter than those produoed upon 

9lants exposed to intense li5ht. These results are in hercony 

with those reported by Halsted2 and Macoun3 relative to the in

fluence of shading upon reproduction in a number of horticultural 

crops. In fact. the observation is quite general ~ong gro~ers 

tbat diffuse light (part shade) increases succulence. faTors 

vegetative activ1t7. and retards fruitfulness; while intenae 

light retards rapid ,,?,egetative vigor and promotes fruitfPulness. 

• Gesammelte Abbandlungen. 1892. Vol. II (Bibl. No. 112). 
** Ueber den Einfluss des Lich~es. etc. 1893. Jahrb. wiss. Bot. 

(Bibl. 10. 12~). ~ 
1 Influence de l'eolairement sur In formation des graines. etc. 

Rev. gen. Bot. (Bibl. No. 14). 
2 Experiments in ShadiDg (Bibl. No. 44) and Half Sbade and Vege

tation. (Bibl. 10. 45). 
3 &rowing vegetables in a cheesecloth enclosure. (Bibl. lio. 82). 
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Table VI. The Influence of Shading OD the Sap Density 

in TOIIBtoes. 

!)ate of Variety and :'reo.tment Depres-
Depression sion 

Dec.14, 1915 D.;arf ~ iLar:lpion - s ,'.aded 0.853 

" " " " n - crreck 1.053 

" " " " " - saaded 0.782 

" " " " " - ·c£:eck 0.794 

" " " " " - slladed o. ~' 95 

" " n " " - cneck 1.044 

Jan. " , 1916 " " - s:laded 0.7-'..5 

It " " " " - cneck (J.7:;3 

Averace depression of s!-laded plants - 0.768 

Ave:r°e.ge depression of non-si1B.ded plants - 0.916 

::\emarks 

-
-

13 buds,3 
open. 

16 buds, 
o'Oeno 

-
-
-
-

The plants ueed in determinations under date of December 

14th,baYe been shaded under c~eesec1oth since November 23rd. 

Taose under date of January 7th, were &haded January 4th. 

~e nave aere a marked difference between tne sap density 

4 

of saaded and non-s~ed p1ant •. - an average difference of 0.148 

in the depression of the freezing pOint. Chandlerl reports an 

average difference of 0.1'6 in the freesing pOint depression of 

the sap from shaded and non-shaded tomato leaflets. 

1 
The killing of plant tissues by low temperature. (Bibl. No. 11). 
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Because of the effect.of shading upon the environmental 

faotors (soil mOisture, humidity, evaporation, temperature, 

etc.) the increased vegetative vigor in response to a re

duoed light intensity oannot be attributed solely to Shading. 

The direct relation of light to photosynthetic activity,and 

therefore, to the supply of available construotive materials, 

and the results of Klebs:t*. experiments Showing the influenoe 

of light on reproduction in algae, leaves no doubt, however, 

as to the relation between the l~~~otor and reprOductive 

aotivity in plants. 

MOisture. 

Ezoessive moisture promotes luxuriant vegetative growth 

and retards reproduot10n. In plants with specialized storage 

organs (roots, tubers,' bulbs) an oversu.pply of water and the 

oonsequent rapid vegetat1ve development inhib1tsthe aocumu

lat10n of reserve food inthes~ ,organs. A wet season at the 

time of trui t budformat10:n 1s known to 'materially reduce 

the ' ~u1 t crop of' the ,follow1ng, year, while a dry summe? : 

tends' to, result" ina~4ant >flo\"ter '-bud , format1on. ', Ab~ 

normal, Tegetat1ve ';'18Or :&11d , the 'retar48t10n "of ' fru1tfulnEtss 

oauae4 by- an exoess ot,:' m018ture,;1s further ',111ustrat ed in, the 

growth of suckers -and "D'ter-aprouts!, whioh always , occur 

more abundantly during a ,1I8t ~ 8ea8on. 

* Die Bed1ngaDgen del' Jlortp~~u.ng, "etc. 1896. Jena. 
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Many water plants produce a vigorous vegetative growth 

but never form reproduc~ive organs intheir aquatic environ-

ment or so long as submerged. As land plants, or in parts 

exposed above the surface of the water, their vegetative de

velopment is restricted and reproduotive organs form freely. 

Prince*, as early as 1830, observed that heavy spring 

rains cause an excessive growth of branches and leaves in the 

vine and diminish fruitfulness, and that excessive rains even 

wnen the grapes are one-half grown may stop their growth in 

oonsequence of the sap becoming watery and defioient in nourish

ment. In a number of orops, especially cereals, Mayer** found 

that tne production of grain varies in inverse ratio to the 

moisture content of the SOil, provided the supply of available 

moisture is not so low as to prevent seed development altogeth-
1 ere Similar results are reported by Seelhorst and Freckmann, 

who found that in all cases up to a given pOint, both vegetative 

growth and reproduotion are favored by an in~rease of soil mois

ture; beyond this limit, however, a further increase of moisture 

produoed greater vegetative vigor but reduced seed production. 

* Treatise on the Vine. 1830. p. 02. (Bibl. No. 105). 
** Ueber den Binfluss kleinere oder grossere Mengen von 

Wasser auf die Entwlckelung . einlger Kulturpflanzen. Jour. 
Landw. 46: 107-184. 

1 
Dar Einf1uss des Wassergeha1tes des Bodens, etc. Jour. Landw. 
al: 253-269. {Bibl. Bo. 115). 
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Table VII. Influence of Soil lloisture on the Sap Density 

in ~OII1n.toes. 

Date 01· De- Var1ety and ~rea~ent ·IJepression 
uression 

Dec.14. 1915 Dwarf Champion - dry since IIov. 23 0.948 

I " II " II " - normal 0.794 

" n n " " - dry since lrov.23 1.044 

" " " n " - nOl"I:lal 0.836 

Dec.1b. 1915 lIatch1ess - dry since Dec. 1 0.818 

" n " n - normal 0.776 

n " " II - dry since Dec. 1 0.801 

" " " " - normal 0.731 

Average depression of sap from plants in dry soil - 0.903 

Average depression of sap f :com plants in wet soil - 0.784 

Greater sap dens1 ty and a reduced rate ot' growth in toma

to and corn plants. as a result of withholding water. are re

ported by Chandler. 

It would seem from the experimental ,evidence bearing upOn 

the relation of moisture to sap density and reproduction that ' 

the luXuriant growth induced by an abundant supply of moisture 

results in the immediate use of a greater amount of construc

tive materials than a normal growth demands, a.nd that in con

sequence thereof the accumulation of reserves is delayed. More-· 

over, the large amount of mlnera~,.ma.tter absOrbed delays repro-
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duction, because a longer period of time is required for the 

accumulation of a proportionate amount of organic salts, which, 

es previously indicated, a"!lpears to be a very, ' important factor 

in sttmulating reproductive activity. 

~he Use of Fertilizers. 

Since the days of Liebig we recognize the important role 

of mineral matter in plant nutrition. ~he fact tnat certain mineral 

elements are absolutely necessary in plant growtn has long been 

established. It is also known that when these essential miner-

al elements are available in limited amounts, production is 

limited thereby. This has led to the common practice of ferti

lization, by which those mineral or organic elements comoonly 

deficient in soils ate supplied in the form of natural or arti

ficial manures. That the use o~ fertilizers has in most in-

.stanoes resulted in the increased production of dry matter is 

probabl~-~ true, especially when applied to farm and garden 

orops growing on light or medium soils. , The success of fertili

zation in orcnarding is far l~ss frequent, however, and the pre

ponderanoe o~ evidence gathered from nnmerous trials made,in 

this country would tend to discount the' practice exoept on very ,' 

light. "worn out" s011s. 

The importance, of an abundant ' supply of available mineral 

and organio matter in theproduotionof annuals and biennfals 

is readily understood when we oonsider, the brief period of time 



in '.7.ilioh triese plants oOr.lp1ete their life cycle and the relative

ly limited area traversed by their root systen. ~he entire vege

tative structure prerequisite to reproduction r.lust complete its 

development in one season, or a cere fraction of e season in many 

species. It is generally recognized, nowever, that vegetative 

. 5rowtn is stimulated by fertilization in f~r greater proportion 

than reproduction, and that in a "rich soil" the reproductive 

stage is never attained as early as in e r.ledium or relatively 

light soil. In perennials, on the other hand,· with e r.lore exten

sive root system for the absorption of raw food materials ~d 

a cuch longer period of time in \"Thich to ,:or.lp1ete tileir vege

tative development preliminary to reproduction, fertilizers 

have been used with indifferent results and, apparently, are of 

much less importanoe. 

The Ohio, New Jersey and Pennsylvania Experiment Stations 

report favorable results with fertilizers in oro:~rding, While 

negative results .are reported by the lJaine.lle,v Hw!lpsh1re, 1Iassa

ohusetts and new York Stations. An annual application of manures 

and fertilizers for a period .of fourteen years had no appreoiable 

effeot on the yield of the orchards on the Woburn Experimental 

Fruit Farms1 • Fertilizer tests conducted by the Horticultural 

Department of the Uissouri Agrioultural Experiment Station during 

the past seven years, in orchards located 9n a wide range of 

soils, have met with no appreoiable response. 

1 
·.'loburn Exp. Fruit Farm. Reports 4 and 5. (1904 and 1905). 
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These references to fertilizer exper~ents are not given with 

a view to dispara~e tne use of fertilizers in orcharding. They 

are cited here as further evidence of the seemingly minor i rrport

ance of mineral salts as compared with organic salts in reproduc-- --
tion. It is a ~~tter of connon observation that plants make their 

most rapid vegetative groTIth when t~e moisture supply, which direct

ly influences the sup) ly of available mineral matter, is tost abun

dant. and that tile begin.ing of reproductive activity, Il'.ay be 

considerably influenced by these factors. 

Pruning. 

Pruning operations are essentially of two types - winter and 

sumoer pruning. :heir effect upon vegetative and reproductive 

activity is directly opposite; and, except in imIl'Ature trees, 

winter pruning is given primarily to sttmu1a~e vegetative vigor 

while summer pruning is applied to stimUlate greater fruitful

ness. These opposite effects of winter and summer Pruning have 

for a long time been observed but the physiological changes in

volved, which are responsible for the specific reaction to each 

type, are still vaguely acoounted for. 

Numerous determinations of the sap density of winter and 

spring pruned trees and trees not cut back show that winter prun

ing· and the oonsequent rapid y~getative growth, prevents an ac

cumulation of reserves to the same extent that they occur in non-

* Sap Studies with Hort. :Plants. pp. 517-521. (Bibl. No. 12). 
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pruned trees. Until recently the rapid growth following winter 

pruning was attributed to the fact that a removal of a large per-

cent of the growing pOints of a tree limits the distribution 

of .the food reserves stored in the trunk and larger branches to 

a relatively small area. It was supposed that in the reduced 

top more nutrients per growing point are available and conse

quently a more vigorous growth. It is perfectly obvious that 

the numoer of growing pOints are reduced by cutting back the 

branches, but the rapid growth which follorrs such cutting back 

is primarily due to a relatively larger supply of nater • . By 

severe pruning the top of a tree is reduced conSiderably, while 
-

the root system remains undisturbed. The intake of water, there-

fore,rema.ins the same while the avenues through which water is 

given off are reduced by one-third to ·one-half. 

Chandler found . the sap concentration least at the time trees ' 

were making the most rapid vegetative growth and concludes that 

"it would seem rather doubtful if the increased food supply ex

plains the more rapid growth of the twigs of the severely pruned 

trees~. sablon2 report~ that during the period of most rapId 

growth in trees the !J&ter content is at its max1mruia and carb.o

hydrates at a minimum • . ' It . 'Would seem, therefore, that the ' 

attmulat10n of vegetat1ve !1gor by winter or spring pruning 1s 
, . 

due to a relat1ve17. h1gh per cent of water and mineral salts. 

1. 
. Ib1d. p. 522. 

Z · . 
Recherches ph7S101og1ques sur les mat1eres de reserves des 
arbres. Rev. gen. Bot. ,Vo1. 18, 1906. (Bib1. no. 110). 
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In ~er pruning there is likewise a disturbance of 

the relation between organic and mineral nutrients. During the 

period of summer pruning. however. root growth is retarded~. 

consequently there is not such a preponderance of water and 

mineral salts even though the top is reduced considerably. It 

a180 follows that a removal of sor.:e ot the branches by SUI:lIner 

pruning gives the remaining parts a better exposure to light. 

which is conducive to greater fruitfulness. 

The greater number of fr~i~ buds formed and the accelerated 

development of lateral twigs on brallcl1es of ',-;hich the terminal 

portion nas been removed by pruning. has been accounted for in 

various ways. It is generally assumed that the conductive 

tissues leading to the ~erminal bud facilitate a more rapid 

transportation of sap than those leading to ~he laterals. hence 

vegetative aotivity in the terminal area proJeeds at such a 

rate as to prevent the accumulation of tile necessary reserves 

for fruit bud formation. Goebell advanced the hypothesis that 

the more rapid vegetative growth of the terminal portion of 

a branoh as oompared with its laterals is due to a specific 

property of forming enzymes, not possessed by the laterals. 

which induces a more rapid flow of unassimilated sap to the 

terminal than to the lateral buds. 

Reoent studies indicate that the more abundant flow of 

sap to the terminal area may be e~lained on a basis of sap 

concentration. Wnile the experimental data are limited. and 

"'Joet. L •• Plant Physiology. 190'1. p. 346.(Bibl.No. 54). 
1 Experimentefle Uorphologie. 1908. p. 78. (Bibl. No. 38) 
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would hardly warrant generalizatioDs, the results of Dixon and Atkins'; 

and Chandler's2 determinations of the sap density in youn~ and 

old leaves, suggest that the greater flow of sap to the terminal 

area may be attributed to t~e greater force exerted upon the 

transpiration stream because of a nigher sap concentration in 

this region. In view of the faot that the terminal bud is the 

first to open, and therefore bears the oldest cluster of leaves 

on any branch, a greater force is exerted upon the "transpiration 

current" by this bud taan by any other. 

The benefici&1 effects of summer pruning, from the standpoint 

of reproduction, may, tnerefore, be attributed to the fact tl~t 
-

a removal of the i~ibitory agent results in a conservation of 

nutrient sUbstances which normally would be disslpated in vege

tati ve growth. 

1 Challge. in the Osmotlo' Pi.~.ure of the Sap of the Le$Ves,' eto. 
S01. Proca.R07.Da.b11n. Soo. Vol. 13. 1912. (Bibl.,) 110. 22. 

I Sap Studies with Hort. flants. p. 525 ... 
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Figure 7. Showing relative size of ringed (at the 

left) and non-ringed (at the right) 

tomato plante. 
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RELATIOn OF SAP DENSITY TO RATE OF GROWTH. 

The eXperiments recorded in the preceding pages show 

ver,v definitely the relation of the principle horticultural 

praotioes resorted to in the stimulation of greater frnit

~ness upon the sap density. The relation of the sap density 

to reproduotion in the tomato is also clearly evident from 

,the data given in Tables II and IV. and in the following table 

showing the sap depression just before and after the formation 

of the flower oluster. 
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Table VIII. Sap Density Before and After the Formation 

of the Flower Cluster in Tomatoes 

Date of Variety stage of develo~ment Depres-
del)ression sion 

Nov.23,19l5 Dwf. Champ. Before first cluster 0 •. 84·8 

" " " " " Mter " " 0.590 

Dec. 3,1915 " " Before " " 0.989 
n " " " " After n " 0.880 

Dec.ll,19l5 " " Before " " 0.924 

" " " " " After " " 0.792 

" " " Early Det. Before " " 0.933 

" " " " " After " " 0.802 

Dec.16,1~15 lJatchles8· Before " " 0.860 

" " ". " " After' " " 0.812 

Jan. 7,1916 Hummer Before second " 0. ·8.1.0 

" " " " After first " 0.651 

Jan. 10 ,1916 Crimson Cush. Before " " 0.754 

" " " " .. After " " 0.746 

Jan.18,1916 " " Before seoond " 0.727 

" " " " " After first " 0.698 

" " " " " Before second " 0.752 

" " " " " After " " 0.676 

liar. 7,l~lo " " Before " " 0.742 

" " " " " After first " 0.658 

Average sap depression before flower cluster forms 0.8~ 

Average sap depression after flower oluster forms 0.730 

"2. 

3 
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- . 
,~ ~ -r~'\. 

,"'1._[ " .... ' .. -_.'1;' 

Figure 8. Effect of sap density on lengtn growth . 

The short stocky development of plant on 

left is due to a relatively high sap concentration main

tained by a removal 01 tne flower clusters as f ast as 

tneyappear. The conditions incident to a limited root 

development prevent a dissipation 01 t ne reserves in 

vegetat i ve growth. 
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S1nce the vegetative and reproduct1ve functions are in 

a 8enae oppos1te and antagonistic, and in view of the general 

ob8ervation that ringed trees never attain the s1ze of non

ringed tree8, 1t Qccured to the wr1ter that a similar relation. 

but d1rect17 OPPosite in effect, to that between reproduction 

and the sap dens1t7 m1ght exist between the sap dens1t7 and 

vegetatiTe growth. Accurate meaeurements of a large number 

of plante, from several Tarietiee of tomatoes. were therefore 

made to determine the rate of length growth before and after 

reproduction began. Parallel with the growth measurement8 sap 

depressions were obtained. 



leb. 
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Table IX. Relation Between the Rate of Length 

Growth and Sap Density in Tomatoes. 

Date Height. Depression 
(Av. of 10 plants) 

24, 1916 D.t> cm 0.681 

26, " 6.5 " .S-

28, " 7.5 " .S- 0.698 

1 " 9.0 " ·7S 

3 " 10.0 " .S' 0.713 

6 " 11.5 " .S 0.'128 

8 " 12.0 " 
. ;. )' 

0.'146 

10 " 13.0 " .S- 0.734 

13 " 15.0 " 
. ~~ 0.71B 

15 " 16.0 " 
.S- 0.730 

17 " 16.5 " 
.J. s- 0.730 

20 " 18.0 " 
.J 0.721 

22 " 19.0 " 
. ~ -~ 

0.720 

lst.cluster 

2nd. " 



The measurements reoorded in Table IX, and the graphio 

representation thereof in Plate II, indioate that coincident 

with an inorease in the sap density in tomatoes there is s · 

reduction in the rate Of length growth. And, in view of the 

fact that immediately following or coincident with a decrease 

in the sap density - as by the formation of the flower cluster

a marked increase in the rate of length growth ocours, we may 

regard sap density as an agent oapable, under oertain condi

tions, of inhibiting vegetative growth. humerous measurements 

of the rate of len~h gro· .... th in apple twigs, reported by 

Gourley· and Oranefield** show that length growth ceases about 

the time the formation Of fruit buds begins. 

As a further inquiry into the question, and to determine 

wnetAer the reduoed rate of growth is due to a relatively 

nigh sap oonoentration, or to reproduotion, the tiny flower · 

olusters were remoTed from a number of plants as soon as they 

appeared. Growth oomparisons were made between these and other 

plants in whiOh the flower clusters were left intaot. In every 
• 

instance the plants trom whiGh the flower clusters were removed 

made a shorter and more stook,J development, a8 is clearly 

8hOwn in figure 8. 

Aooording to pfefferl this inhibition of growth may be 

• Studies in lruit Bud 'ormat1on. B. H. Stat Tech. Bal. No.9 • 
•• Duration of the growth period in fruit trees. Wis. stat Rep.Bo.l' 
1 Ph7s10logJ of Plants. Vol. II. p. 214. (Bibl. Bo. 98). 
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attributed to the ~act that growth enzymes become inactive 

as a resUlt of the acoumulation of reserves in the plant. 

A reduation, absolute or relative, of the accumulated 

reserves - as by the formation of the ~lower cluster in the 

tomato, or by Changed environmental conditions wnich reduce 

the ratio between mineral salts and carbonydrates in the 

plant, - again releases these enzymes, and vegetative activi

ty is accelerated. It would appear, there~ore,from the ex

perimental data cited and recorded in this paper, and ~rom 

uur knowledge of the physiological Changes whiCh accompany 

the beginning and breaking of the rest period in plants.* 

that the relation between their vegetative and reproductive 

activity is directly associated with enzyme activity; that, 

under conditions ~avorable to enzymic action vegetative growth 

predOminates, while in an environment whioh would tend to in

hibit enzymic activity - as by the accumulation of reserve car-

bOhydrates - reproduotive activity is·favored. 

* Klebs, G., Ueber 41e Rythmik in der Entwlokelung der Pflanzen. 
l~ll. (Bibl. Bo. 65). 
H~d, W. L. , An Experimental Study of the Rest Period in 
Plants.lifth report. Uo.Agri.Exp.Sta. Research Bul. No. 21. 
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Figure 9. Typical fruiting and vegetative canes in 
tne grape. 
The snort, stocky, ~ig ~g canes are alwayS 

more fuuitful tnan tne long, straignt type. 
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Relation between Length Growth and the Sap Density 

in Grapes. 

The relation of length growth to fruitfulness in the 

grape has long been observed. Sucoessful vineyardists recog

nize this as a fundamental factor in pruning and always spare 

the stooky Oalle with short internodes. Althougn several 

attempts were made to extraot suf1icient sap for depression 

measurements'the task proved so dif~icult that it was finally 

~b8Ddoned. The sugar and starch tests*, however, made upon 

canes with long and short internodes, gave splendid reac

tions, indicating a much greater sap density for the zig zag 

canes with Short internodes. 

An examination of the buds from the two' types of canes. 

in Figure 9, indicates a muoh larger accumulation of reserves 

in the Short stooky type, as indicated by a fuller, more 

plump deTelopment, and a denser mass of sporogenous tissue 

When viewed through the microscope. (Plate III). 

A dl~ference in sap density is further indicated by the 
.,. 

faot that • muoh larger per oent of the buds Winter-kill on 

the long. vegetative oanea than On the short stocky type. 

• ~ehling's Solution and Iodine, respectively. were used in 
these tests. 
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Figure 10. Pear tree in reproductive stage. (same 

age as tree in Fig. 11). Compare position 

of branches with those in Fig. 11. 



-~-

Figure 11. Pear tree still in vegetative stage. 

(same age as tree in Fig. 10). Com~are position 

of oranches witn tnose in Fig. 10. 
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P'IELD OBSERVATIOnS ON THE RELATION OP' 

VEGETATIVE AND REPRODUCTIVE ACTIVITY. 

While aocurate laboratory and greenhouse experiments, in 

which:oonditionsmay be controlled in a-large measure by- the 

investigator, are absolutely necessary in the experimental 

demonstration or many fundamental principles of science, the 

question comes to mind as to how far the working out of such 

prinoiples may be observed in the field where trees and their 

parts are being so variously influenced by deliberate treat

ment and also by aocidant. To this end, the writer has, in the 

present investigation, obtained a mass of evidence upon the re

lation of vegetative and reproduotive activity from careful 

observations and measurements made direotly upon plants in 

the field. To the casual observer this wealth of material 

whioh the orchard.. vineyard and ~rden presents for study, 

is mean1ngles!. Oonsidered in the light of fundamental prin

oiples established b7 laborator" experiments,however, these 

phenomena beoome intelligible and present evidence of reao

tions in response to a varied environment far beyond the scope 

of the laboratorJ pro~eot. Concrete illustrations of the in

fluenoe of various environmental faotors upon the development 

of plants in the field are shown ~ P'igures 5, 6, and 10-15. 
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Figure 12. Pear tree showing relation of position 

of brancnes to vegetative and reproductive 

activity. 
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Figure 13. Apple tree showing relation of position 

of branohes to vege~ative and reproductive 

activity. 
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Figure 14. Apple tree showing greater reproductlve 

activlty in tne norizontal or decumbent 

orancnes. 
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The Relat10n of Pos1t10n to the Funct10nal 

Development of Branches. 

An upr1ght hab1t 1s characterist1c of a young rap1d 

growing t.ee. The vert1cal position of the branches favors 

a rapid transport of water and mineral salts to the terminal 

area as well as a rapid distr1butionof the elaborated sap. 

As the tree gets older and the weight of the elongat1ng 

branohe8 benda them over into a more or less horizontal posi

tion, the rapid flow of sap .is reduced, vegetative activity 

deo11nes, and the tree begins the reproduotive stase*. Thia 

relation of·the pos1tion of the branohes to vegetat1ve and 

reproduot1ve aotivity is shown 1n P1gures 10-15, and further 
/ 

emphasized bl the data in Table X, which represents a fa1r av

erage .of ·a larger number of measurements and oounts made 

upon branches similar to those shown in Figure 15. 

* LUDas. E •• Die Lehre Tom Baumaohnitt. p. 66. 
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Table X. Relation of Position to Vegetative and 

Reproduotive Activity. 

Tree llio. growing Length No.of :flow 
"points er clusters 

Var. Ho. Vert.Horiz. Vert.!!oriz. Vert.Horiz. 
Missing Link '105 16 16 19 14 3 0-

" " " 13 15 23 17 3 15 

" n n 18 6 23 9 6 6 

Tudor 360 11 10 13 10 1 3 

" " 10 7 13 9 0 4 

" n 18 8 22 10 1 2 

Jonathan 28 9 7 11 7 1 6 

Ben Hur 714 14 8 29 15 2 5 

" '133 13 9 26 18 6 6 

" " 11 10 19 18 4 6 

Payne l Keep 696 10 9 8 5 1 8 

" " " 10 5 10 4 4 5 

" " 698 9 7 10 '1 2 7 

" " " '1 6 6 4 1 5 
. 

Banana 561 15 9 15 10 3 5 

Wild Crab 51S 16 13 25 14 1 9 

Soulard Crab 11 '1 1'1 10 6 7 

" " 10 e 17 10 " e 
Xing David 73~ 6 " 6 5 0 4 

" " 7 at: 23 15 27 19 10 13 

" .. " 14 13 20 17 0 12 .. . 
" " n 18 9 22 12 6 e 

Average 12.8 9.1 17.7 11. ~ 2.9 6.8 

No.of f~Oll 
er buds. 

Vert.Horiz. 
12 29 

13 61 

28 28 

5 14 
-

0 22 

5 9 

6 33 

5 27 

29 35 

24 34 

6 38 

16 25 

10 35 
,-

5 21 

14 23 

7 51 

39 38 
> •• 

26 4'1 

0 18 

43 62 

0 51 

22 33 

13.9 33.5 
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Figure 15. Showing the relation of position to 

vegetative and reproductive aotivity in 

apple twigs. 
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SUIJlJ.ARY. 

All plants have two well defined stages of growth -

vegetative and reproduotive - which bear a definite relation to 

eaoh other. This relation is subjeot to the influenoe of en

viro~ental factors, and therefore is not a part ot the in

herent nature of plants. 

A review o::t the horticultural literature shows t:nat prao

tical methods of r:~odify1ng the funotional development of plants 

have long beeu known and sucoessfully aoplied ill fruit produo

tion. More reoently. the relation of periodic phenomena in 

plant growth to environment have beoome an objeot of research. 

and physiologists and morphologists r~ve oontributed muoh to

ward a better knowledge of the relation between oause and ef

feot in the use of oulture methods to inorease reproduotion. 

The lesser tendency to variability exhibited by the reproduo

tive stro.otures in plants suggests that more uniforJa.conditions 

must obtain during the period offlower bud formation than during 

the period of vegetative growth. and. that the influenoe of 

the varied hortioultural methods and envi=onmental factors 

upon reproduotion must be attributed to a oommon end result. 

Believing sap density to be an important faotor in deter

mining reproduotive aotivity. a series of experiments were 

made to determine the influenoe of the oommon hortioultural 

methods of stimulating fruitfulness upon sap density. The 
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results show that in all cases those operations which stim

ulate reproduotion inorease the sap density, while the con

verse is true of operations w~ich stimulate vegetatIve aotiv

ity. Moreover the data show that a relativel7 wide ratio be

tween the mineral matter and oarbonydrates in the plant is 

probab17 a more potent factor in stimulating reproduction 

than a quantitative accumulation of reserves. 

Contrary to the general opinion that ringing reduces 

the amount of water absorbed, the writer found no appreciable 

differenoe in the absorption of ringed and non-ringed tomatoes. 

While the funotion of reproduotion in plants is gener

ally assooiated with an accunulation of reserves. the relation 

between vegetative activit7 and sap density has heretofore 

received little consideration. Accurate measurements of 

length growth and sap densit7 in a large number of tomatoes 

show that ooinoident with an inorease of sap denSity there 

Is a reduotion in the rate of length growth, and simultaneous 

With a reduotion of the sap denSity the rate of length growth 

is aooelerated. 

Sinoe growth enzymes are influenoed b7 the aocumulation 

of oarbohydrates it would appear that the relation between 

vegetative and reproductive activity in plants is dlreotl7 

assooiated with ensymio aotivity_ 

The writer made numerous obserrations and measurements 

upon fruit trees, wfiioh, together with a number of photo

graphs taken in the orohard, illustrate the relation between 
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vegetative and reproduotive aotivity; the influence o~ 

environmental factors on same; and the relation of position 

of branches to functional development. 

The relative significance of laboratory experiments 

and field observations in the investigation of this and 

similar problems in nortioulture 1s pOinted out. 
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COBOLUSION 

In view of the relation between sap density and vegetative 

and reproductive aotivity. and sinoe it is known that the ac

oumulation of oarbo~~rates may reduce _~d entirely inhibit 

enzJme activity. the results of this investigation - in con

junction with data cited from related studies - seem to jus

tify the conclusion that the relation between vegetative and 

reproduotive activity in plants is directly associated with 

the action of enzymes; that. under conditions favorable to 

enzymic aotion vegetative growth predominates. while in an 

environment which would tend to inhibit e~ymic activity, re

productive aotivity i8 favored. 
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EXPLADATIOB OF PLATES. 

Plate I. A graphic representation of the influence of 

ringing on the absorption of water in tomatoes. 

The amount of water absorbed is expressed in cubic 

oentimeters, and represented by solid and broken 

lines for ringed and non-ringed plants respeot

ively. Plants represented in A and B ~ere 

ringed Deo. 6, 1915; those in C and D reb. 24, 

1916. 

Plate II. A graphic representation of the relation between 

the rate of length growth and the sap density 

in tomatoes. 

Plate III, This plate ShOWS the relative size and form of 

buds from fruiting and vegetative canes in the 

grape. ( a and b ).an4 the relative density of 

sporogenous tissue in single nodes of same 

e 0 and d ). 
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a. 

d. 

Plate III. Buds from fruiting and vegetative 
canes in the grape. 
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D~ctor's dissertation". 
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are a oontribution from the 8tandpoint of Plant Physiol

ogy, to our knowledge of the relationship between vege-

tative and reproduotiTe aotivity. He has also gathered 

a large mass of data from the field whioh he has inter

preted in tbe light of information gained in hi8 labora

tory re8ults, and whioh should be of great interest and 

of Talue to the hortioulturi8t8 in applying physiological 

prinoiples in a better understanding of field praotloes 

in hortloulture. 

lor thi8 reaeon I expeot to submit 

this paper to be publ18hed a8 a researoh bulletin from 
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